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About Talk2Us 

Founded in 2000, Talk2Us is a dynamic organisation with its focus on engaging 
your stakeholders and your brand, using best practice marketing, 
communication and leadership development tools. 

Stewardship 

An organisation’s reputation is in the hands of its leaders. They are your 
custodians, the stewards of your organisation. They interact with all your 
stakeholders all the time, they shape the next generation of stewards and they 
model the way and shape the culture. There can be no inconsistencies between 
what you say and do. As stewards, you need to walk the talk and display the 
behaviours you wish to see from your superiors, subordinates and peers. 

Organisations have become increasingly reliant on leaders’ ability to engage 
employees to the brand through rich interactions as the vehicle to build 
relationships and cascade information. 

The Interaction Academy 

The Talk2Us Interaction Academy aims to enlighten you on the mechanics of 
communication and offers you an opportunity to test your new skills in a safe 
environment, using situations that you will encounter every day. Much of what 
we learn has its foundation on experience, but that experience has to be 
meaningful and one that transforms our attitude and enhances our behaviours 
to enable us to deliver on the organisation’s sought after reputation. Although 
our focus is in the area of business, certain of the skills can be applied in 
everyday life in any situation with any individual. 
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Our Approach 
Steady, Sustainable, No Surprises - Success 

We don’t know what you’re looking for but if it’s a successful confident brand… we are 
business people, we have a very particular set of skills. Skills we have acquired over a 
very long career – skills that make us a pleasure to work with. If you give us one small 
opportunity, we will work to fulfill your requirement and, we guarantee we won’t 
disappoint you!     

Business focused; strategy driven 
Everything we do revolves around and is driven by your business strategy to 
develop value-centric relationships with your clients.  Our approach toward 
marketing is to help you gain clarity around who you are, what you sell, who 
you sell it to and how best to engage your target market.  What we offer is 
marketing wrapped into your foundational business practices, strategies and 
tactics which result in long term relationships with all your stakeholders.  Our 
MaaS approach is to immerse ourselves in your business and in doing so 
identify areas where our services will build confidence in your brand. 

Partners not service providers 
Your goals become our goals – we work on the principles of a partnering 
relationship – common goals (including budgets), realistic measurable results, 
a do ‘what it takes’ attitude and an ‘all hands on deck’ work ethic. 

Steady, sustainable tactical execution 
We do the work.  Everything we suggest, propose or sell we can pull off.  Our 
team of hero’s and sidekicks are highly capable, super-efficient, deadline 
driven and extraordinarily friendly.  Speak to our existing clients they bear 
testament to what we profess. 
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No surprises, commercial certainty 
Our commercial engagement models ensure you know what you’re in for.  
Whether we’re provisioning an ad-hoc item such as a banner or a book, a 
defined project, which has many facets and deliverables or whether we’re part 
of your team at the coalface delivering on a regular basis -you’ll be provided 
with an overarching plan supported by a cost Estimate and a cash flow 
projection. 

Success 
The right plan for you, in your market that supports and builds on your 
strategic goals, using our business nous when it comes to taking your brand to 
market, building customer-centric partnerships ensuring your business is fit for 
purpose now and for the future. 

What is the perception you leave with others: 

“It would be safe to say you experience hundreds of interactions every day - at work, out 
and about, and at home. 

Is it positive or negative?  
These interactions depend on your understanding of the mechanics of 
communication, how best to apply them and deliver an influential interaction 
with an outcome that is powerful and positive, which will lead to the next 
positive interaction” 
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Objectives of this workbook 
The successful completion of this workbook will increase your knowledge and 
ability to:  

◊ Build rapport and develop genuine relationships
◊ Improve communication skills, including verbal and nonverbal messages, to be

more effective with others
◊ Recognize common barriers to communication
◊ Understand and use communication styles to tailor your communications
◊ Resolve conflicts

The purpose of this self-help workbook is to teach people the skills they need
so that others will want to grant them the power to affect outcomes. Our
approach is to teach someone how to develop and maintain rapport, how to
resolve conflicts and handle difficult situations, and how to recognize others’
needs and support them in meeting their needs while meeting their own as
well (“win-win”). We wrap up by talking about qualities that influential people
have and give the participants an opportunity to assess themselves in these
areas. This could be the road map that people were looking for to tie the class
together.
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Chapter One 

BUILDING RAPPORT 
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Definition of influencing 
“Influencing” is the ability to win others to your way of 
thinking, to get people to like you, to be persuasive, to be able 
to change people’s minds without resentment. 
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Building rapport 
Building rapport is about demonstrating authenticity and 
integrity. People can tell when you care about them.  

◊ A connection is established when people know you care.
◊ Emotional connections override differences of the mind.

Establish common ground 
◊ The things we have in common with other people form the

basis for connecting, yet they are often overlooked. In order
to build bridges across differences and begin building
relationships with integrity, you must find common ground.

◊ We tend to rely on automatically learned stereotypes
rather than thinking first about what we have in common
with someone different. No matter how diverse a work
group is, there are always areas of common ground. The
obvious similarities are the elements of work itself. For
instance, we all have managers, deadlines, goals, etc. We
have to remain open and get to know individuals in order to
find other areas of commonality.

◊ By training yourself to focus on common ground, you will
build a bridge that brings the differences closer. When we
bridge our differences, we create an inclusive atmosphere.
Inclusion is an important part of overcoming differences
and establishing a positive environment. Inclusion involves
welcoming and supporting others.
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Listen actively 
◊ Prepare mentally

− Review what you know about the subject
− Set aside your prejudices and opinions
− Acknowledge any emotional state, yours or theirs

◊ Focus on the speaker
− Let the other person go first and keep going until they

feel heard
− Avoid distractions
− Be actively involved: show interest with your words and

body language
− Paraphrase speaker’s thoughts and feelings without

agreeing or disagreeing; let the speaker direct the flow
of the conversation

◊ Close the conversation appropriately
− Summarize key points to confirm your understanding
− Propose future actions if necessary
− Express appreciation to the speaker for sharing

Listening practice #1 

Instructions: Break into pairs. One person will listen, and the other 
will speak for two minutes. The speaker should describe an event 
or situation and the feelings associated with it. The listener should 
not interrupt, ask questions or say anything. 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 
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Tune in to emotions and moods 
◊ Put aside your own “emotional agenda.”
◊ Be attentive to cues.
◊ When making important decisions, people in good moods

think more positively and comprehensively.
◊ When people in bad moods are making decisions, they

recall negative issues, are overly cautious, and their
emotions cause them to make decisions based on fear.

Read nonverbal communication cues 
Nonverbal messages that can build rapport involve physically 
mirroring how a person sits, stands, and uses his/her body. 

◊ Match the other person’s rate of speech.
◊ Watch interruption gaps. An interruption gap is the amount

of silence after asking a question or making a statement.
Two typical Japanese people in a 20-minute conversation
will experience two full minutes of silence. Two typical
people in the United States will probably allow 20 seconds
of silence.

◊ Uncover hidden messages.
− Watch the other person’s gestures and body language to

see if they’re consistent or inconsistent with his or her
spoken words.

− In general, consistency between verbal and nonverbal
behavior confirms that what the speaker is saying is true
or sincere, while inconsistency suggests what the
speaker is saying is untrue or insincere.

◊ Other:
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Use self-disclosure 
◊ Take responsibility for your feelings, as opposed to giving

others that power.
◊ Express yourself clearly: “Here’s the situation we need to

address.”
◊ Use “I” language: “I have observed . . .”
◊ Use “feeling” statements.

− “I feel [emotion] when you [description of behavior].”

Instructions: Rewrite the following “fake” feeling statements into 
true feeling statements. 

“Fake” feeling statement: “I feel that was a rotten thing to do.” 
Real feeling statement: “I feel disappointed that she talked to 
others about me when there was a problem. I would prefer that 
she come to me directly in the future.” 

1. “I feel stabbed in the back.”
__________________________________________________

2. “I feel that making the presentation alone isn’t a good idea.”

___________________________________________________

3. “I feel you are ignoring me.”
___________________________________________________

4. “I feel that we’re making a bad decision.”

___________________________________________________
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Skills to improve understanding 

Give and take 

As the listener . . . As the speaker . . . 

Listen to understand the other 
person’s point of view. 

Share your assumptions, 
perceptions, and conclusions. 

Acknowledge the other 
person’s thoughts and feelings. 

Clearly state your own 
reasoning. 

Ask questions to clarify. Ask the other person to 
consider your views. 

Reflect on the other person’s 
comments. 

Build on the other person’s 
comments. 

◊ Probing: “Tell me about . . .”
◊ Confirming: “So, from what you’ve said, I’m assuming . . .”
◊ Acknowledging: “I sense you’re feeling overwhelmed by ...”
◊ Encouraging: “Uh-huh, tell me more.”
◊ Building: “That’s a good point. I’d also suggest that . . .”

Listening practice #2 

Instructions: Break into pairs. One person will listen, and the other 
will speak. The listener should use all the skills of active listening 
but avoid problem solving. The speaker will give feedback to the 
listener on how well he/she did. 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 
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Paraphrasing statements 
Paraphrasing or reflecting statements summarize the content 
(intentions and/or needs) and the feelings of what a speaker has 
said. Such a statement doesn’t move the conversation along as 
much as it confirms what has been expressed. Most people in 
American culture are good at “probing” or questioning but poor at 
reflecting.  

Activity 

Instructions: Work with a partner to create reflecting statements 
for the following sentences. 

1. This part is so messed up, I just don’t know what to do.
___________________________________________________

2. She said she’d give it to me, and I still don’t have it. She
doesn’t usually miss deadlines.
___________________________________________________

3. If he gives the team one more project, I think it will collapse.
___________________________________________________

4. They did such a good job at marketing, I don’t know if we can
keep up with delivery.
___________________________________________________

5. Just once I wish people around here would listen to the people
who do the work.
___________________________________________________

6. It’s unfair that some of the employees have Wednesday off
and others of us don’t.
___________________________________________________

7. I get so frustrated with this machine I could throw it out the
window.
___________________________________________________

8. I keep trying to talk to her, but she just gets mad when I do.
___________________________________________________
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Active listening assessments 
Instructions: Work in pairs. The listener should listen for feelings, 
intentions, and needs while still using all the skills practiced in 
activity #2 plus the nonverbal skills from activity #1. 

Next, use the following template to rate yourself on how often you 
demonstrated active listening skills. Use the following scale: 1 = 
rarely;  
2 = occasionally; 3 = fairly often; 4 = frequently. Your partner can 
give you input. 

Skill Frequency of use 

Focus on the speaker, eliminate distractions, 
put aside your own agenda. 

1    2  3  4 

Don’t interrupt. 1    2  3  4 

Match nonverbal communication cues—rate 
of speech, body language, distance. 

1    2  3  4 

Show you’re listening with appropriate words 
and gestures. 

1    2  3  4 

Ask questions without problem solving or 
leading the discussion. 

1    2  3  4 

Listen for feelings, needs, and intentions and 
reflect them back to the speaker. 

1    2  3  4 

Make appropriate paraphrasing statements. 1    2  3  4 
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Chapter Two 

IDENTIFYING COMMON  
COMMUNICATION FILTERS 
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Areas of differences 

Defining filters 
Filters, by definition, separate. Communication filters affect how 
we think about our communication with others and how we 
interpret what others say to us. For example, age is a 
communication filter. The conditions and events of life, 
particularly in youth, provide a perspective that people assume is 
“normal,” regardless of how history interprets their era. 
Additionally, as people age, the accumulation of life experiences 
continually teaches people and affects their perspective about 
themselves and their world. 

Self-assessment 

Instructions: Under the “You” column, write a brief description of 
what is true for you. Under the “Your filters/hot buttons” column, 
write down examples that cause you to make snap judgments or 
be less than objective when communicating with someone who 
fits that description. An example is provided. 

Note: This activity is for private self-reflection. It is an opportunity 
for you to examine who you are and identify your filters or hot 
buttons that may make it more difficult to hear and understand 
others. 
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Cues You Your filters/hot buttons 

Age Baby Boomer Gen Xers who believe they 
should get the best 
positions right out of 
college without paying any 
dues. 

Transportation 

Hairstyle 

Family 

make-up 

Music 
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Cues You Your filters/hot buttons 

Leisure 

Clothing 

Religion 

Morals 

Sports 

Milestones 

Other 

How will you use this information to understand others? 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

How will you use this information to talk to others? 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

How will you use this information to listen to others? 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 
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Communication behaviors 
We tend to think we do things naturally (i.e., the “right” way) and others are rude or 
strange. Filling in this chart will help you examine your filters, as well as the actions 
of others and, hopefully, view behaviors not as inappropriate or wrong but 
different. Not only recognizing but also matching others’ behaviors increases your 
ability to be effective with them. 

Communication behavior Degree to which style is exhibited 

Low Medium High 

Animation/energy 

Gestures 

Volume of speech 

Directness of questions and answers 

Directness of eye contact 

Firm, long handshaking 

Touching 

Closeness when standing 

Individualism higher priority than group 
identity 

Long-term history with the other person is 
important 

Punctuality/concern with clock time 
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Gender 
◊ Language use

− Women: Tend to use disclaimers, tag questions, and
apologize. This is an indirect style. To men, these may
make the speaker sound as if she doesn’t know what
she’s talking about. However, their real intention is to fit
in, to maintain a collegial atmosphere to the
relationship, and to keep the speaker from appearing
smarter or superior.

− Men: Tend to use a direct style and often seek to stand
out; they don’t mind hierarchical differences.

◊ Relating facts versus feelings
− Women: Tend to talk to develop rapport.
− Men: Tend to talk to convey information.

◊ Hierarchy versus collegiality
− Women: Relationships tend to be collegial.
− Men: Relationships tend to be hierarchical.

◊ Connecting
− Women: Tend to connect while talking face-to-face.
− Men: Tend to connect while talking side-by-side.

Are these true for you? Have you seen this demonstrated in 
your organization? How does it affect your workplace? 

___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 
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Activity 

Instructions: Read the information below and fill in the third 
column of each chart based on the discussion about gender 
differences. 

If a woman says . . . A man might think . . . A better approach for a 
woman to try . . . 

“The plan should work, 
don’t you think?” 

She doesn’t know what 
she’s talking about. 

"You don't understand." I’m offended because 
she thinks I'm 
incompetent. 

"My son is doing 
terribly in school." 

I feel uncomfortable 
listening to her personal 
problems. 

If a man says . . . A woman might think . 
. . 

A better approach for a 
man to try . . . 

“Net it out.” He thinks I'm wasting 
his time. 

“You should send out a 
memo ASAP.” 

He thinks he has all the 
answers. 

“Why was the budget 
report late?” 

He’s mad and thinks it’s 
my fault. 
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Chapter Three 

RECOGNISING COMMUNICATION STYLES 



Personal Communication 
self-assessment 
Instructions: Read each pair of behavior characteristics below and place a 
check on the line after the word in each pair that best describes you. Then 
add up the number of times you placed a check after a word in column A. 

   A  B 
a. more animated ______ or more passive  ______ 
b. more take charge ______ or more go along  ______ 
c. more assertive ______ or more hesitant  ______ 
d. more demanding ______ or more accepting 

______ 
e. more demonstrative ______ or more thoughtful 

______ 
f. more confronting ______ or more supportive 

______ 
g. more talkative ______ or more quiet  ______ 
h. more bold ______ or more timid  ______ 
i. more intense ______ or more subdued  ______ 
j. more direct ______ or more indirect  ______ 

YOUR TOTAL ______ (do not total column B) 

20
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Circle the number on the horizontal line in the graph on the next page that 
corresponds with your total in column A. Now look at the pairs of 
characteristics below. Once again, read each pair and place a check on the 
line after the word that best describes you. Add the total number of times you 
placed a check in column D, as indicated. Then circle the number on the 
vertical line corresponding to your column D total. 

   C     D 
a. more flamboyant ______ or more restrained 

______ 
b. more spontaneous ______ or more deliberate 

______ 
c. more responsive ______ or more detached 

______ 
d. more impulsive ______ or more methodical ______ 
e. more sociable ______ or more aloof  ______ 
f. more sentimental ______ or more analytical 

______ 
g. more people-oriented______ or more task-oriented ______ 
h. more outgoing ______ or more reserved  ______ 
i. more dramatic ______ or more self-controlled ______ 
j. more friendly ______ or more unfriendly 

______ 

YOUR TOTAL (in column D) 
_______ (do not total column C) 
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Inspiring Communicator 
Prefers direct approach, people-driven 

Strengths Under pressure 

High energy Loud or aggressive 

Exciting and fast moving Poor attention to details 

Receptive to new ideas Craves attention and approval 

Expresses opinions openly and honestly Emotional or erratic 

Likes to be involved with others Disorganized 

Can make decisions rapidly Weak on follow through 

Aware of others’ feelings Daydreams and “checks out” 

Spontaneous Bounces from activity to activity 

Imaginative Impatient with slow movers and 
thinkers 

Highly competitive Fickle in connecting with others 

Likes rapidly moving situations Easily bored 

Seven ways to tailor your message to Inspiring Communicators: 

1. Be creative and enthusiastic

2. Don’t waste a lot of time with facts

3. Explore all possibilities

4. Avoid long explanations

5. Strive for uniqueness

6. Encourage using intuition

7. Constantly brainstorm and create



Telling Communicator 
Prefers direct approach, idea-driven 

Strengths Under pressure 

Active and independent Lacks patience 

Ambitious and self-confident Inadvertently inconsiderate 

Takes charge Resents not being in charge 

Responds well to challenges Likes to have own way 

Needs personal success Opinionated 

Task-oriented Gets bored if things slow down 

Sets high personal standards Dislikes long-term projects 

Natural leader Has difficulty being a “follower” 

Gets things done Takes setbacks personally 

Goal-oriented Needs to be number one 

Driven Not a great listener 

Seven ways to tailor your message to Telling Communicators: 

1. Let them be in charge

2. Have order and logic in your presentation

3. Get to the point as quickly as possible

4. Stand your ground confidently

5. Give only a few details

6. Show benefits to them personally

7. Don’t promise what you can’t deliver

24
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Factual and Analytical Communicator 
Prefers indirect approach, idea-driven 

Strengths Under pressure 

Good problem solver Hates to be wrong 

Steady and deliberate Needs to have all the facts 

Intelligent and knowledgeable Hesitant to make decisions 

Not distracted by emotion Little tolerance for ambiguity 

Orderly, systematic, and 
methodical 

Unwilling to offer opinions 

Unassuming, calm, and stable Uncommunicative 

Disciplined and structured Inflexible and resistant to change 

Efficient, hard worker Prefers to stay in the background 

Takes responsibility seriously Reluctant to approach others 

Skilled adviser Unable to “guesstimate” 

Consistent and traditional Thinks in absolutes 

Seven ways to tailor your message to Factual and Analytical 
Communicators: 

1. Be organized and prepared

2. Provide lots of data and information

3. Explain systematically

4. Analyze all facets

5. Focus on ideas, not people

6. Give lots of time to decide

7. Have written support for your plan or idea



Inclusive Communicator 
Prefers indirect approach, people-driven 

Strengths Under pressure 

Warm and likable Can be a pushover 

Good listener Lets others take the initiative 

Eager to please and help others “Goes along” for convenience 

Cooperative and easygoing Avoids conflict or confrontation 

Able to see all sides of an issue Unwilling to take a stand 

Loyal Unable to say no 

Rarely tries to manipulate others Weak in planning or leading 

Highly intuitive Values feelings above facts 

Gets along well with others Takes things personally 

Great team player Tends to over commit 

Nice to work with Can be overly passive 

Provides nurturing work 
environment 

Quietly resentful at times 

Seven ways to tailor your message to Inclusive Communicators: 

1. Build rapport by chitchatting

2. Assure confidentiality and talk in private

3. Express your care and concern

4. Show the benefits first, then outline your plan

5. Talk about your concern for people

6. Slow down

7. Don’t make them feel rejected

26
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Bring your type to life 
Instructions: In your type-alike group, develop a slogan and a logo 
that capture the essence of your communication style. 

Slogan and logo debrief 
Inspiring Communicator 

Telling Communicator 

Factual and Analytical Communicator 

Inclusive Communicator 
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Inspiring Communicator 
How will an Inspiring Communicator react when I: 

◊ Put him/her on hold?
_________________________________________________

◊ Put him/her on a team?
_________________________________________________

◊ Ask him/her to work alone?
_________________________________________________

◊ Ask him/her to think outside the box?
_________________________________________________

How can I best work with an Inspiring Communicator when I: 

◊ Reject his/her idea?
_________________________________________________

◊ Tell him/her to comply?
_________________________________________________

◊ Present information to him/her?
_________________________________________________

◊ Bring up a charged issue with him/her?
_________________________________________________



Telling Communicator 
How will a Telling Communicator react when I: 

◊ Put him/her on hold?
_________________________________________________

◊ Put him/her on a team?
_________________________________________________

◊ Ask him/her to work alone?
_________________________________________________

◊ Ask him/her to think outside the box?
_________________________________________________

How can I best work with a Telling Communicator when I: 

◊ Reject his/her idea?
_________________________________________________

◊ Tell him/her to comply?
_________________________________________________

◊ Present information to him/her?
_________________________________________________

◊ Bring up a charged issue with him/her?
_________________________________________________
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Analytical and Factual Communicator 
How will an Analytical and Factual Communicator react when I: 

◊ Put him/her on hold?
_________________________________________________

◊ Put him/her on a team?
_________________________________________________

◊ Ask him/her to work alone?
_________________________________________________

◊ Ask him/her to think outside the box?
_________________________________________________

How can I best work with an Analytical and Factual 
Communicator when I: 

◊ Reject his/her idea?
_________________________________________________

◊ Tell him/her to comply?
_________________________________________________

◊ Present information to him/her?
_________________________________________________

◊ Bring up a charged issue with him/her?
_________________________________________________



Inclusive Communicator 
How will an Inclusive Communicator react when I: 

◊ Put him/her on hold?
_________________________________________________

◊ Put him/her on a team?
_________________________________________________

◊ Ask him/her to work alone?
_________________________________________________

◊ Ask him/her to think outside the box?
_________________________________________________

How can I best work with an Inclusive Communicator when I: 

◊ Reject his/her idea?
_________________________________________________

◊ Tell him/her to comply?
_________________________________________________

◊ Present information to him/her?
_________________________________________________

◊ Bring up a charged issue with him/her?
_________________________________________________
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Our Partners

We do communication differently.
We know; keeping employees engaged, productive and safe can be 
tough. However, with good communication it doesn’t have to be. 
Luckily, this is exactly what Netpresenter stands for. No newsletters, 
posters or an overload of emails for us, but strong, solid communication, 
the digital way.

Premier cloud service for centrally managing and controlling Microsoft 
Office 365 or G-Suite email signatures and banner adverts in email.  
Ensuring all users have professional email signatures when sending 
emails from any desktop and mobile device. Download our free 
Exclaimer eBooks from our eBook library.

Since we offer full service branding and web design, we are able 
and excited to take on your project from the ground up. As your 
web design agency of choice we'll create a new website, redesign or 
migrate your existing site, or build a mobile site.

Wix enables anyone to create a complete and professional online 
presence, as well as manage and grow their business from a single 
cloud-based platform. Wix.com offers a comprehensive web creation 
solution, including hundreds of designer-made templates, an intuitive 
drag-and-drop website editor, the ability to integrate business 
management applications through the Wix App Market, mobile and 
e-commerce capabilities, and much more.
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Chapter Four 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION SKILLS 
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Misunderstandings and disagreements
Conflict is often due to misunderstanding rather than true 
disagreement. Not all conflict is useful. Good communication skills 
help prevent unnecessary conflict. 

Define misunderstanding: 
______________________________________ 

Define disagreement: 
_________________________________________ 

Give examples of misunderstandings you have had: 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

Give examples of disagreements you have had: 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

Sources of conflict 
◊ Factual difference (verifiable information)
◊ Difference in values (personal beliefs)
◊ Difference in methods (how to do it)
◊ Difference in goals (what should be done)
◊ Task or structure issue
◊ Interpersonal or relationship issues
◊ Other:

________________________________________________
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Defensiveness and provocation in 
communication 

Destructive behaviors 
◊ Being sarcastic
◊ Questioning integrity
◊ Dismissing people
◊ Acting incredulous
◊ Asking why

Constructive behaviors 
◊ Using empathy
◊ Being curious and open
◊ Using restatement to keep conversation focused
◊ Discussing issues sitting down
◊ Listening until you experience the other side of the issue
◊ Using neutral language
◊ Taking a proactive approach

Drain the emotion 
Avoid these behaviors Practice these behaviors 

Interrupting or arguing Giving them plenty of time 

Telling them to calm down Listening attentively 

Giving advice Using short responses 

Faking understanding Using an even-tempered voice 

Belittling, condescending, or 
minimizing 

Breaking the tension 

Jumping to conclusions Remaining calm 
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Maintaining your composure 
Know your “hot buttons” and how to respond appropriately 

My personal “hot button” diary 

What makes me angry How I can respond appropriately 

Not feeling listened to Ask for what I need 

Reframing difficult situations 
◊ Step back and focus on what’s productive.
◊ Restate both the feeling and the intention.
◊ Use matching skills to build rapport.

“Sounds like 
you’re extremely 
frustrated and 
concerned about 
preserving the 
relationship with 
the client.”  

“He’s an 
absolute idiot. 
He ruined the 
project, and the 
client will never 
work with us 
again.”       
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Activity: Reframing difficult statements 
Instructions: Read each exchange and write a constructive 
response that lets the person know they’ve been heard. Example: 
Casey: “Don’t take this personally, but we didn’t use your suggestions at our 
last meeting.” 

Marty: “Well, don’t bother asking for my input again. I’m too busy anyway.” 

Casey: “I apologize if it sounded like we didn’t value your input. And I know 
you are busy! Your ideas actually triggered some other thinking and were 
very helpful in the process.” (Marty’s feeling: ignored; Marty’s need: to have 
his ideas valued and to be able to contribute.) 

1. Morgan: “Marissa is going to work on our team for the next
two weeks to help us finish the Adams project.”

Mary: “How dare you take one of my team members without
asking first!”

Morgan:
________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

2. Tom: “Your decision to delay the product launch is going to be
a disaster for the company.”

Ann: “I’m the expert. You don’t know what you’re talking
about.”

Tom:
__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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3. Julie: “You made me look stupid in front of our client.”

Joe: “Why are you always criticizing me? I didn’t mean
anything by my comment, and the client knew it.”

Julie:
__________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
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Steps for resolving conflict 

Step 1: Find a good time and place to talk. 
◊ Set up a specific time and a place; avoid interruptions.
◊ Set ground rules, such as no put-downs.

Step 2: Listen to each other. 
◊ The speaker shares his/her perspective, focusing on specific

behaviors.
◊ The listener listens without interrupting and summarizes

what he/she heard.
◊ Take turns talking and listening until both people agree that

they have heard each other.

Step 3: Figure out together what each party 
needs. 

◊ Ask the other person what they need to have happen in
order to feel that the problem is solved. If solutions are
offered, find out why those solutions are appealing.
Summarize what you have heard. Again, each party takes a
turn. Understanding needs is a critical part of reaching a
satisfying and lasting solution.

◊ Each party suggests options.
◊ Probe to understand why they’re appealing.

Step 4: Agree on a solution.
◊ Evaluate the list of options by asking questions.

− Would this really solve the problem?
− Is this solution realistic?
− Do we both feel good about this solution?
− Are there any ways to make it a better solution?
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Stretching in your style 
When you can stretch in your style to reach out to people with 
other, different styles, it will smooth the conflict resolution 
process and minimize unnecessary conflict. 

Telling 
◊ Stop, look, and listen. Allow some real emotion to show.

Don’t argue people out of their feelings or tell them why
they don’t make sense. This will not help your cause.

Inclusive 
◊ Be direct and do not be afraid to confront the person. State

how you feel and tackle the issues at hand. Go ahead and
try telling people things you feel they might have trouble
hearing. The world is frequently tougher than you think it is.

Inspiring 
◊ Stick to the issues at hand. You tend to take a small issue

and overgeneralize it to include more than can be dealt
with. Try focusing on the smaller issue and then addressing
a larger one.

Factual and Analytical 
◊ Get past the facts. Sometimes it is very useful to

understand the entire context surrounding a situation. The
current conflict may be the tip of the iceberg. Listen to the
whole story.
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Practice: Walk a mile in my shoes 
Instructions: You and your partner will each be given a role to 
play. Use the conflict resolution steps to come up with a mutually 
satisfactory agreement. As you listen to the other person, what do 
you think his/her needs are? Use the space below to list possible 
needs, brainstorm solutions, and record your personal insights 
about the process. 

Role-playing insights 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 
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Chapter Five 

RECIPE FOR SUCCESS 



Power and influence 

Sources of power: 
◊ 
◊ 
◊ 
◊ 
◊ 
◊ 
◊ 
◊ 

In order to tap into your personal power: 
◊ List your sources of power
◊ List the other person’s sources of power
◊ Identify interests of both parties
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The art of influencing others 
The five elements listed below are the most important qualities 
for building relationships and influencing with integrity. 

Likeability 
Having qualities that inspire liking 

◊ Think of people that you like. What are the first
characteristics that come to mind when you think of them?

Reciprocity 
State of mutual exchange or dependence 

◊ What do you do in relationships to make them feel
reciprocal?

Credibility 
Trustworthiness; say what you mean and mean what you say 

◊ What gives people credibility?

Composure 
Sense of self-possession and poise 

◊ How do you maintain your composure even in difficult
situations?

Commitment 
Dedication to a long-term course of action 

◊ How do you recognize when someone has it? Why is it
important?



Likability 
Behavior Degree to which behavior is 

exhibited 

Low Medium High 

Demonstrate an ability to make 
others feel comfortable. 

Exude self-confidence and a sense 
of being at ease. 

Display a good sense of humor and 
an ability to laugh at yourself. 

Show interest by maintaining eye 
contact, asking questions, and 
listening. 

Lean into greeting with a firm 
handshake and a smile. 

Convey a sense of energy and 
enthusiasm. 

Be well-rounded, well-intentioned, 
well-informed, and well-
mannered. 

Prepare interesting conversational 
vignettes. 

Make introductions of others with 
enthusiasm and compliments. 

Convey respect and genuinely like 
people. 
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Reciprocity 
Behavior Degree to which behavior is 

exhibited 

Low Medium High 

Practice the Platinum Rule: Treat 
the other person the way they 
would like to be treated. 

Ask for the other’s cooperation or 
advice. 

Begin with a statement with which 
the other person can agree. 

Phrase your demands in the form 
of a question. 

Get to know people personally. 

Be gracious. 

Do things for others out of a 
sincere desire to meet their needs. 

Tell how your idea benefits the 
other person and/or the 
organization. 

Make concessions, as long as they 
don’t undermine your integrity or 
reputation. 

Be willing to be influenced 
yourself. 

Share the glory. 



Credibility 
Quality Degree to which quality is 

exhibited 

Low Medium High 

Trustworthiness: 
 Dependable and reliable
 Verbal and nonverbal

congruence

Expertise: 
 Confident but not arrogant
 Track record of success

Passion: 
 Interest and enthusiasm

Sincerity: 
 Genuine and honest
 Straightforward
 Not vacillating
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Composure 
Behavior Degree to which behavior is 

exhibited 

Low Medium High 

Pause and take time out: 
 Ask for time—a few

minutes or overnight
depending on the situation.

 Excuse yourself and step
away.

 Say you have to check with
someone else.

Check moods: 
 Yours: Are you letting your

moods guide your decision
making?

 Theirs: Are you letting their
mood influence your
response?

Passion: 
 Show interest and

enthusiasm.

Resilience: 
 Don’t take things

personally.
 Be flexible.
 Be open to criticism.
 Use positive self-talk.
 Substitute unproductive

responses with
constructive ones.



Commitment 
Behavior Degree to which behavior is 

exhibited 

Low Medium High 

See it: 
 Keep your eyes open for

problems and
opportunities.

 Challenge others to take
off their blinders.

Own it: 
 Show passion, and call for

passion in return.
 Give people “fuel”—a

reason to commit.

Solve it: 
 Replace “It wasn’t my

fault” or “Why me?” with
“What can I do to solve this
problem?”

 Focus on long-term
solutions.

Do it: 
 Make it happen—provide

the support and get the
results you need.

 Your goal: to generate
action.
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Application: Create your own recipe 
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APPENDIX 



A short list of emotions 

Accepting Adoring Agitated 

 Alert Amazed Amused 

Angry Annoyed Anxious 

Apprehensive Ashamed Astonished 

Bewildered Bitter Blissful 

Blue Boastful Bored 

Calm Cautious Cheerful 

Cocky Cold Comfortable 

Compassionate Concerned Confident 

Confused Contemptuous Courageous 

Cowardly Crummy Curious 

Cynical Dejected Delighted 

Delirious Despairing Determined 

Devastated Disappointed Discouraged 

Disgusted Disheartened Distracted 

Distressed Down Eager 

Ecstatic Embarrassed Empty 

Enraged Enthusiastic Envious 

Euphoric Excited Exhausted 

Expectant Exuberant Fascinated 

Fearful Flabbergasted Foolish 

Frazzled Frustrated Fulfilled 

Furious Gleeful Gloomy 

Grateful Greedy Grouchy 

Guilty Happy Hateful 

Heartbroken Hopeful Hopeless 

Horrified Hostile Humiliated 
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Hurt Hysterical Indignant 

Infatuated Infuriated Innocent 

Insecure Interested Intimidated 

Irate Irritated Jaded 

Jealous Joyful Lazy 

Left out Lonely Loving 

Loyal Mad Melancholy 

Miserable Needy Nervous 

Obsessed Offended Optimistic 

Outraged Overwhelmed Panicky 

Paranoid Passionate Pathetic 

Peaceful Perturbed Pessimistic 

Petrified Pitiful Playful 

Pleased Possessive Proud 

Puzzled Rageful Relieved 

Remorseful Resentful Resignation 

Sad Scared Scornful 

Selfish Sheepish Shocked 

Shy Sincere Solemn 

Somber Sorry Stressed 

Strong Superior Surprised 

Sweet Sympathetic Temperamental 

Terrified Threatened Thrilled 

Tired Tranquil Troubled 

Trustful Uncertain Uneasy 

Unhappy Upset Vengeful 

Vicious Warm Weary 

Worried Worthless Zealous 



A short list of basic needs 
◊ Sense of purpose
◊ Feeling of belonging to a community
◊ Potential to make a contribution
◊ Respect
◊ Safety/security
◊ Feeling of self-worth
◊ To be valued
◊ To be listened to
◊ To be loved
◊ Understanding
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Action plan 
Step One: Skill Review 
Skills I want to master: Start/Finish Date 

Step Two: Implementation 
What do you need to implement your plan? 

List additional skills and projects you could accomplish with more training. 
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